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CB NORDiC

Letter from the Director

Dear CB Nordic Community,
Phew. We made it. Our fiscal year came
to a close on June 30, 2020. And what a
year it’s been!
When we started the year on July 1,
2019, none of us could have predicted
what was ahead. No snow? We
worried about that. Too much snow?
We worried about that! But global
pandemic? That was not on our horizon.
I am proud to be part of an organization
that has done such a good job planning
for the un-plannable. CB Nordic’s Board
of Directors and staff have long known
the value of contingency planning,
stocking up reserves, and diversifying
our income streams. Thanks to this
foresight, we were able to ride out 2020
successfully, even making all of our
trails and rental equipment available by
donation during the heart of the crisis.
Thank you to those of you that chipped
in to support this effort!
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That said, the challenges are not over.
As you’ll read in this Report, the future
does not look “normal” for quite awhile
yet. A Federal Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) loan helped us bridge
the gap this spring. Careful planning will
help us streamline and scale back our
operations next winter, but, as many of
you know, some costs are fixed. We are
thinking seriously and creatively about
how we deliver our services, where our
funding comes from, and how we can
continue to be your community nordic
center.

WE ARE THINKING
SERIOUSLY AND CREATIVELY
ABOUT HOW WE DELIVER
OUR SERVICES, WHERE OUR
FUNDING COMES FROM, AND
HOW WE CAN CONTINUE
TO BE YOUR COMMUNITY
NORDIC CENTER.

We will work with and within the county
Public Health guidelines to host programs
and events, when and how we safely can.
Some things are clearly up in the air: Yurt
dinners, Thanksgiving Camp, the Alley
Loop. Other things we feel confident
we will be able to safely hold under
most public health guidelines: Masters
Community, Junior Programs, lessons, and
tours.
Thank you for everything you’ve done to
support CB Nordic. Without your time,
energy, and gifts, we wouldn’t be here.
Read on to see just what a difference
you’ve made in our community! It’s
astounding what your little Nordic Center
has been able to do with you as our
engine.
Sincerely,

Christie Hicks

C

OUR MISSION: To provide individuals of all ages and abilities the opportunity to
learn, enjoy and improve in the sports of cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.

“I would never get out of bed if we didn’t
have the groomed trails to lure me outside
to enjoy our prominent mountains. So
uplifting to ski around to enjoy the various
vistas. Thank you for your early morning
commitment to the nordic community and
the town.” - Jane Banks

Our Impact
70,000 8,000
Skier Days

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volunteer
Hours

153

Kids on
Junior Team

Katie and Piper O’Neill can’t remember a
time before skiing. With Pat and Jordan
as their parents (passionate skiers and
outdoors people themselves, to put it
mildly), it’s no wonder that family ski days
have always been a part of their lives.
So it wasn’t a big jump to join the CB
Nordic Junior Programs when they were
eleven years-old. Now fifteen, the twins
are an integral part of the CB Nordic
Competitive Team.

6,400
Kilometers
Groomed

1,662 SEASON PASSES
140 ADULTS IN MASTERS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
277 LESSON PARTICIPANTS
300 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS IN SKI FOR PE
100 SKIERS VIA OUTINGS WITH INMIGRANTES UNIDOS DE GUNNISON
317 CLINIC PARTICIPANTS DURING THE THANKSGIVING CAMP
862 SKIERS IN THE ALLEY LOOP
396 RUNNERS AND BIKERS IN THE 2019 SUMMER GRAND TRAVERSE
800 DINERS AT THE MAGIC MEADOWS YURT
4000 LBS. OF DOG POOP COLLECTED
146 SPECIAL COVID SEASON PASSES
400+ PIECES OF EQUIPMENT LOANED DURING COVID-19
300 CLOROX WIPES FOR DISINFECTING SKIS

KATIE & PIPER
O’NEILL

“Nordic keeps me from going crazy,” says
Piper. “It’s awesome to get done with
school and go exercise with your friends.
Plus, I get to have quality conversations
with people that you don’t normally get
to talk to.” The friendships the girls have
developed on the Junior Team go far
beyond practice. As part of the Comp
Team, they travel to races together, hang
out outside of practice, and support each
other at school. Says Katie, “We’re such a
tight knit community. Training year-round
together, it’s really more like a family.”
Katie and Piper also credit the Junior
Team with helping them grow as
people. Piper is grateful to her coaches
for helping her learn to have “a filter”
and listen more, while Katie is learning
to speak up and to take better care of
herself. While both girls agree that nordic
skiing is challenging, that difficulty is part
of what’s made it valuable. “Nordic skiing
has taught me to suffer,” Piper says. Katie
agrees, “Nordic is a super rigorous sport.
But then it transfers to other things,
like it’s given me a bigger work ethic in
school.”
While Nordic skiing may be what the
Junior Team is doing, the why is very
much about building strong relationships,
learning about themselves, and growing
as people. The O’Neill twins are a great
example of this. As they’ve grown, the
Team has been able to grow with them,
offering new levels of challenge and
commitment along the way. “Everyone
should learn how to ski,” says Katie. “It’s
so fun,” says Piper, and Katie finishes:
“It’s just a way of life.”
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"The trails have been in
incredible shape, and
offering rentals to the
community during this crazy
time has been wonderful. It’s
been invaluable to be able to
be out on the trails, seeing
so many people enjoying
the fresh air and spectacular
views. Thank you!"
- Karen Janssen

Financials
Our fiscal year runs from July 1 - June 30. CB Nordic has
experienced significant, steady growth over the last decade.
Gross annual revenue has grown from $300,000 in 2019 to
well over $1,000,000 in 2019. Last year we were on track to
hit our $1,200,000 budget before COVID-19 hit. Early closure
of the Nordic Center just before Spring Break traffic arrived
impacted our revenue significantly. We cancelled the Winter
Grand Traverse and offered participants a full roll-over to next
year. We refunded all remaining lessons and yurt dinners. We
paid most of our employees for an extra week of work, before
the Federal Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan was
legislature. We were able to secure a PPP loan in April, which
has helped tremendously. But we’re still looking at a lean 20202021 fiscal year.
When the lockdown came this spring, we made a concerted
effort to stay open and a deliberate decision to open our trails
to the entire community. These decisions came at a cost, but as
a nonprofit organization we decided to base our decisions on
principle rather than solely economic concerns. We decided that
if our mission was important and we supported our community,
that our community would, in turn, choose to support us when
it mattered.

WE DECIDED THAT IF OUR
MISSION WAS IMPORTANT AND WE
SUPPORTED OUR COMMUNITY, THAT
OUR COMMUNITY WOULD, IN TURN,
CHOOSE TO SUPPORT US WHEN IT
MATTERED.
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Gross Revenue Over Time
2008 - 2020

At CB Nordic we run a balanced budget.
Six years ago we established both
Operating and Capital Reserves, and
have been able to contribute funds
each year. We built these reserves in
anticipation of a really bad snow year or
another economic downturn, but it turns
out that these reserves may come in
handy during a global pandemic.
Staff are working hard this summer
to create new systems that are as
“pandemic-proof” as possible, but there
are some areas that still carry great
uncertainty. The biggest of these is our
events. As you can see in the pie chart,
events is one of our most significant
areas of income. Even if we can keep
selling season passes and providing
services, any decrease in event revenue
will ripple throughout the organization.
We have created a budget for next year
that is based on the best assumptions
we can make at the moment. We are
confident that we will have trails and
rentals. We think that we can still have
Masters and after school Junior Team
Programs. We might even be able to pull
off a yurt dinner. We are hopeful that we
can have events, with modifications.
We’re going into this fiscal year with
our reserves intact, with a plan for a
balanced budget, and great hope that
this community will be able to get
outside and stay healthy and sane no
matter what is happening all around us.
We will need our community’s support
now more than ever. We need season
pass holders to buy season passes. We
need our annual donors to give. We need
participants to attend the programs and
events that are allowed to happen. We
will be here, grooming trails and renting
skis—no matter what—and we look
forward to emerging on the other side of
this a stronger pillar in this community
than ever before.

Income July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020
Grants
9%

Passes
21%

Individual Donations
12%

Total Income
$986,099

Services
12%

Events
18%

Sponsorship
4%

Yurt Dinners

Ski Instruction
11%

11%

Expenses July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020
Administrative
Marketing & Fundraising

6%

10%

Trails & Grooming
20%

Total Expenses
$961,200

All Programs
Events

43%

21%

CB NORDiC
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Project Updates
EAST SIDE CAT GARAGE

For over a year we’ve been working with the Town of Crested Butte
and students involved in the Crested Butte Community School’s
SOAR program to design a multi-function unit in the Paradise Park
development on the east side of Crested Butte. The building will
provide affordable housing for a town employee, as well as a public
restroom, and a garage for our snow cat. This creative solution helps
Town, CB Nordic, and the school meet their goals, all at once. For us,
we are in dire need of more storage space, and storing a snow cat
on the east side would improve grooming and nearly eliminate the
crossing of highway 135.
Students spent the school year coming up with designs, getting the
lot rezoned, and listening to community concerns. The lot is close to
river access for the lower Slate, and parking and river access concerns
were a priority for many residents of the neighborhood. Students
also listened to concerns about noise from the snow cat, and planned the entire lot to minimize the impacts of grooming on
the neighbors. After exhaustive review, Executive Director Christie Hicks and Town Planner Michael Yerman selected a design,
which was subsequently approved by Town Council and BOZAR. We had planned to break ground on this project in summer
2020, but this project is temporarily on hold (as are all other Town capital projects) due to COVID-19. Whatever the ultimate
outcome of this project, the students received some amazing real-life lessons throughout the process.

TEAM ROOM ADDITION
A big part of the Big Mine Park Master Plan is for CB Nordic to create a
space for our Junior Team. With the Town moving forward with Hockey
Changing Rooms, CB Nordic is moving forward with plans to create
additional program space outside of the Warming House. The Team Room
will be an addition onto the back (west) end of the cat barn. The first floor
will be dedicated to the Team, with space for skis, waxing, changing, training,
bathrooms, and an office for our coaches. The upstairs will house CB Nordic’s
administrative offices, which will allow the entire existing Nordic Center to be
renovated in the future to serve the public’s needs.
We have spent
the last year
designing
and obtaining
BOZAR approval for this expansion. We have also received
generous seed donations: We are deeply grateful to Jon Wolff for
kicking off the fundraising, and to Blake Hawk for stepping up to
the plate. They have donated in honor of our “ambassador of funon-skis,” Murray Banks, who has enriched the lives of so many kids
and adults in our community. If you’d like to join them in making
The Banks Team Room, or “Murray’s Zone,” a reality, please let
us know. We had planned to launch a Capital Campaign for this
building this past spring, with the hopes of breaking ground in
summer 2021. That said, we have currently put the project on hold
as we wait to see what else COVID-19 might bring.
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JON WOLFF
9/25/1956 - 4/17/2020
While many at CB Nordic know Jon
Wolff as a long-time member and
patron, he wore many other hats
during his life, too: husband, father,
grandfather, physician, scientist, author,
philosopher, adventurer, and so much
more. He passed away on April 17,
2020 after a long, brave journey with
cancer. Thanks to a legacy gift, Jon’s
memory will live on by helping future
generations learn to love skiing the way
that he did.
As a physician-scientist, Jon was
particularly interested in genetics and
their influence on health. He spent
over twenty years at the University
of Wisconsin School of Medicine in
Madison, where he was a professor
and division chief of genetics and
metabolism in pediatrics. Jon had well
over 150 scientific publications and
80 patents; he served on multiple
committees and boards, including
president of the board of the Genetic
Support Foundation (GSF), a nonprofit
he founded in 2012.
Jon was a dear friend to many in the
CB Nordic community. His mischievous
smile and twinkling eyes kept us
smiling, too. His kindness, generosity,
and enthusiasm for life radiated from
him. In the words of his great friend
Murray Banks, “Jon and I talked often
in the past year about living life to
the fullest, never wasting a moment,
personally or professionally. And,
making a difference in other people’s
lives. Our favorite quote, during a hug at
the end of each memorable experience
in the mountains, was always ‘Best day
ever . . . again!’”

An avid outdoorsman, Jon adventured
all over the world with his wife Katalin,
children (Joseph, Lisa, Nicholas, and
Erica), and his many loved ones. His
travels took him surfing in Costa Rica,
rock climbing in Greece, mountaineering
in the Grand Tetons, heli-skiing in
Iceland, and the list goes on. After
picking up cross-country skiing to

THE BANKS TEAM ROOM
WILL BE MORE THAN A
BUILDING. IT WILL BE A
LIVING TESTAMENT TO HOW
JON LIVED HIS LIFE: A LIFE
RICH WITH WARMTH, JOY,
LAUGHTER, AND FRIENDSHIP
THROUGH SPORT.
weather the long Wisconsin winters,
he completed the American Birkebeiner
with his friends every year from 19952018. Also a passionate backcountry
skier, he and Murray won The Grandest
Team award (i.e. the oldest finishers) for
the 2016 Grand Traverse.
Despite his wide-ranging
accomplishments, Jon never took himself
too seriously in the outdoors. One time
he was having trouble skiing down a
mountain. He figured it must have been
the snow conditions, but when he went
to transition into uphill mode, lo and
behold! He found one skin still fully stuck

to the bottom of his ski! His son said,
“Whenever he took someone new into
the backcountry he would tell this story
to make all levels of adventurers feel
welcome.”
This spirit of humor and welcome
pervaded everything Jon did, and is
embedded in the legacy Jon leaves
behind. Jon’s love of the outdoors
will continue to live on with future
generations at CB Nordic through
a legacy gift he made to build the
Team Room. With Jon’s characteristic
generosity and humility, this last gift is
in honor of his friend, Murray Banks.
Jon long admired Murray’s dedication
to the youth of CB Nordic, and he loved
watching young people grow in their love
of his favorite sport through the guidance
of his friend.
The Banks Team Room, or “Murray’s
Zone”, will provide the Junior Team the
room and resources it needs to flourish.
Just imagine a space where kids dart in
and out, whoops of laughter resound,
and the air crackles with the excitement
of getting to go skiing. The Banks Team
Room will be more than a building. It will
be a living testament to how Jon lived his
life: a life rich with warmth, joy, laughter,
and friendship through sport.
While Jon’s gift is the seed, we need
several more gifts to start building the
Banks Team Room. If you’re interested in
supporting our youth, please reach out.
It is donors like you who will make
Jon’s dream a reality and ensure his
legacy lives on.

CB NORDiC
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that service and see people out on the trails,
waving and thanking us; that was huge.”

KEVIN KRILL
You may not know Kevin Krill by sight, but
you sure know his handiwork. As Operations
Manager for CB Nordic, Kevin Krill oversees
grooming, so you have him and his team to
thank for laying down our beautiful trails.
With characteristic humility, Kevin stays
behind the scenes, but we wanted to give you
a glimpse of the Man Behind the Magic.
This past spring Kevin went the extra
kilometer to ensure that we continued to have
trails through the COVID-19 shut-down.
For the first week, Kevin Krill was the sole
groomer of our entire trail system, putting in
countless hours. Thankfully, groomer Doug
Conant was then able to step back into the
snow cat, as well. But even with two of them,
“That last month was a marathon,” Kevin
admits. Despite the herculean effort, Kevin is
insistent he didn’t do anything extraordinary:
“We didn’t do anything differently; we
just kept grooming.” Which isn’t to say it
wasn’t meaningful. Kevin continues, “It was
incredibly awesome to be able to provide

Kevin’s history with skiing goes back to
his childhood growing up in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. His parents would take the family
out nordic skiing, and he picked up downhill
ski racing, he says, because “in the midwest,
the only way to have fun in winter was to
challenge yourself with the gates.” The winter
of 1989-1990 he took a year off from school
at UW Madison to work the lifts at CBMR.
As soon as he graduated with a degree in
landscape architecture, he was back in the
Gunnison Valley for good.

out there when the rest of us aren’t, driving
the cat in the dark of night to make sure the
corduroy is fresh come morning. Next time
you see Kevin out there, give him a wave. He
won’t say so, but his selfless nature, attention
to detail, and passion for beauty make our CB
Nordic community a better place.

Like any good ski bum, Kevin started
out working a variety of seasonal jobs:
snowmobile grooming for the Nordic Center,
driving cats for Irwin, and landscaping,
before he and fellow UW alum Steve Curtiss
purchased Rocky Mountain Trees, which they
ran together for sixteen years. Thankfully for
us, Kevin then returned to grooming. He’s
been with CB Nordic off-and-on since 2013,
stepping into his current role as Operations
Manager in 2017. He takes deep satisfaction
in his work. “Grooming the nordic trails is like
making the land beautiful,” Kevin says, “I love
taking a junk trail and watching the cat spit
perfect corduroy out the back.”
Kevin still loves skiing of all kinds. You’ll catch
him out on the trails skiing with his dogs or
wife Marilyn. More often than not, though, he’s

Goals for Next Season
• UPHOLD THE SAFETY AND WELLBEING OF OUR PARTICIPANTS, STAFF, & VOLUNTEERS
• OUTSTANDING GROOMING OF OUR TRAILS
• SHIFT TO ONLINE RENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TRAIL PASS SALES
• NEW TRAILER TO DELIVER RENTALS TO TRAILHEADS
• HOLD STEADY ENROLLMENT IN OUR JUNIOR TEAM AND MASTERS COMMUNITY
• EXECUTE SPIRITED EVENTS THAT BRING THE COMMUNITY TOGETHER (WHILE REMAINING APART!)
• EXPAND OUR COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM
• INCREASE INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS BY 50%
• MOVE FORWARD WITH THE EAST SIDE CAT GARAGE AND TEAM ROOM PROJECTS WHEN POSSIBLE

CB NORDiC
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Forecast

“I’ve never
experienced
anything like it. So
awesome! Such a
fun ski town vibe.”
- Alley Looper 2020
We will have trails next year. Let us repeat: We will have trails!

TRAILS

As we saw in 2020—even when COVID-19 was at its worst—nordic
skiing provides a healthy outlet. Nordic grooming is essential to our
community during the winter months. We are committed to providing
high-quality trails for you next year, whatever may come.

We anticipate the Junior Team, Masters Community, and Ski School
will be able to host practices and lessons, almost per usual, given the
outdoor, spaced-out nature of these programs.

PROGRAMS

We plan to have smaller groups and spread the groups out on our
trail system.
Plans are in the works to have a new trailer, so that our junior and
masters skiers can obtain their skis at the various trailheads, in lieu of
all gathering together in the Teaching Area outside the Nordic Center.

SERVICES

Indoor access to the Nordic Center will be limited. CB Nordic
traditionally provides rental equipment, trail passes, ski tuning, retail
goods, ski instruction, and tours, all delivered via the Nordic Center.
We will move most of these services online, so we minimize face-toface contact. Reservations and payments will be online; pick-ups and
drop-offs will be in person.

We are cautiously optimistic that we’ll be able to hold the Grand
Traverse Mountain Run & Bike races over Labor Day weekend with
distinct start waves and modified protocols.

EVENTS

We anticipate hosting outdoor events this winter, with appropriate
sanitation and physical distancing protocols in place.
We predict yurt dining will be on hold for 2020-2021, though we’re
brainstorming ways we can provide a small number of dinners at 50%
capacity.
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You make our trails and
programs possible.

“Thanks for all the
amazing work you
guys have done!!!
Having the Nordic
available has been
a gift . . . mentally
and physically!”
- Evan Kezsbom

Thank you!
THE K CLUB
Blake & Denise Hawk
Cailin Nelson & John Quinn
Cathryn & Tom Scoville
Jeff Hermanson
Steve & Sue Hicks
Michael Haney
Anda & Win Craven
Sarah & Tim Judkins
Bill Miller & Angela Moore
Carol Roehrig & Frederick
Seipp
Dick & Mary Allen
Bruce & Debbie Alpern
Dana & Paul Arell
Wendi Birchler & Patrice
Saito

Doris & James Brogan
Charla Brown & Rob
Burnett
Cassia & Ryan Cadenhead
Jack & Peggy Colby
Cathy & Peter Dea
Dana & Jeffery Delaney
Alice & Steve Jennison
Barbara & Bob Kauffman
Elizabeth & Gary Keiser
Cary Kinross-Wright
Kevin Koval & Jennifer Vona
Frederick Lamont
Michael & Perdita Linehan
Tom Loughlin
Karey & Pamela Low

Allen & Lorie Massey
Monique Merrill & Alan
Peterson
Katie & John Meyer
Kara & Scott Miller
Bruce & Rebecca Nation
Kevin & Rosalie Ott
Allison & Brian Pugh
Rocky Kimball & Mary Lou
Skinner
Rich Smith & Kathy Allen
John & Marsha Soucheray
Lachie & Skye Stevens
Jim & Kendyl Truettner
James & Jenny Ward

CB NORDiC
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DONORS

Jason Albert & Aidan Whitelaw
Edwin Anderson
Bruce & Georgiene Anderson
Barbara Bailey
Kate & Paul Barney
Gwynn Barrows
Jodi & Keith Bauer
Deborah Bauman
Linda & Sanders Benkwith
Charles Bennett
Ruth & Skip Berkshire
George Bivens
Scott Bivens
Doug Brothers & Lynne Rupp
Emily & John Bruno
Gail Burford & Pete Lawson
Beth Carter
Mallarie Cash
Martin & Rosie Catmur
Nick Cherney & Shawn Gallus
Jason Contino & Devon Derby
Gary & Kirsten Cook
Amber & Robert Crumpler
Sierra Cucinelli
Brendan Cusick & Scott Forman
Jeremy Darling & Jennifer Yu
Berit & Colby Deer
Matt Desmond & Juniper Hunter
Jerry Deverell
Vladimir Drozdoff
Angie & Charles Dumas
Dave Ebner
Jared & Lizzy Eccles
Arlene Edwards & George Gibson
William Edwards
Ronald Edwards
Linda Fialkoff
Karen Fienberg
Mike Finkowski & Chris Erickson
Michael Fries & Dean Hill
Lynna Frymoyer
Chip & Shannon Fudge
Laurie & Michael Gottlieb
Jeri & Paul Graham
Bob & Maureen Hall
Judy Hammond
Alan Hathcock
Don Haver
Louis Hayden

Lucy Hecker
James Heil
Janet Horowitz
Aimee & Matt Hoyt
Norma J Huckstep
Hope Ingram
Will Johnson & Michael Stack
Peter Kennel & Margaret Nass-Kennel
Evan Kezsbom & Jalene Szuba
Arlene & Jerome Kowal
Paul Krispinsky & Deb Neilson
Michael & Pamela Kruteck
Nita Kubricht & Peter Snyder
Lauren & Tim Kugler
Dustin Kujawski
Robin Leach
Elisabeth Lewis
Melinda Lewis
Aubree & Jim Heil
Kristina Hess & John Mason
Janet Hewes
Ed & Linda Hiller
Christine Holbrook
John & Mary Holder
Jesse Horowitz
David Landman
Jay Layman & Betsy Campbell
Nicole & Nathan Loback
Tom Loughlin
Gerald & Joni Lund
Charlie Lundquist
Stephen Lyons
Holden & Priscilla MacRae
Ann Lawrence Martin
Laura & Tyler Martineau
John McKenna
Caroline McLean & Frank Stern
Marcel Medved & Jan Parker
Elisabeth & Peter Meinig
Kendall & Sherry Mikesell
R. G. Morrison
Clark Nelson
Patrick O‘Neill
Dave & Missy Ochs
Deborah & Philip Overeynder
Aurora Paaluhi
Chris Parks
Cassandra Pence
Justine Pendy

Brian & Karen Perkins
Eric Peterson & Cathy Steinberger
Laura Puckett Daniels
Chris Ray
Brett Redden
Gareth & Linda Roberts
Alexander Roddey
Donna Rozman
Jimmy Ruble
Jim & Marilyn Ruble
Jarral Ryter
Payton Schiff & Zoey Freebairn
Sandy Shea
Christopher Sias & Allen Belshaw
Lynn Sikkink
Lisa Smith
Rich Smith
Pat & Julie Smith
Jade Smith
Jen & Bart Spedden
Ray Sprague & Kathie Turner
Peter Stamborski & Corey Kline
Ben Stefanski & Ben Stewart
Lachlan Stevens & Alyosha Paden
Cara Stiles & Patricia Zishka
Jennifer Stokes
Bennett & Holly Susla
Molly Susla
Joan & Randy Swift
Gerhard Szinicz
Andy Thul
David Thul
Team Liza Inc.
James Underwood
Karla Vanderzanden
Albert & Kathryn Vogel
Ken Vonderach & Austin Richardson
Jenna & Matty Walker
Pat & Sue Wallace
Alyssa Wechsler
Page Weil & Josh Boyd
Alison & Tim White
Greg Wiggins
Joan & Neil Windsor
Wendy Wolfenbarger
Elizabeth Wolfenbarger

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Rick Murray (President)
Martin Catmur (Vice President)
Jon Nelson (Treasurer)
DJ Brown (Co-secretary)
Hannah Smith (Co-secretary)

Jenn Vona
Jon Woodward
Jalene Szuba
Gary Keiser
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Photos by Xavier Fane

PO Box 1269
620 Second Street
Crested Butte, CO 81224
(970) 349-1707
cbnordic.org
Crested Butte Nordic is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in good standing with the State of Colorado; all
donations are tax-deductible.
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